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Abstract 

Controlled dilution experiments were conducted in a novel manner that allowed for precise dilution of base material into the wire 

consumables, enabling for a prompt analysis of microstructural trends as dilution is altered. Different heat cycles and cooling rates 

of the wire material, without base metal additions, were shown to cause different microstructures, varying from parallel plates to 

random or interlocking orientation, with varying size of packets. The proposed method enables more controlled conditions with a 

known dilution value from mass percentages. Chopped filler wire is weighed and added to the base metal crucible, base metal chips 

are also weighed and added to the filler wire in specific mass percentages. A pulsed laser irradiates the metal, melting the mixture 

into a sample nugget. Lack of fusion is a benefit in this method as contamination from the base plate is negligible. The cooling rate 

is influenced by the pulse shape, and can be used to reheat the nugget, demonstrating the microstructural evolution in a complex 

thermal cycle. This method is demonstrated for S960QL steel with under-matched wire consumable, generally used for laser-arc 

hybrid processes to obtain high toughness, where a representative thermal cycle is needed. The thermal cycle is measured via a 

remote process, Dualscope, to evaluate the spacial temperature of the surface. The microstructures found using the snapshot method 

are similar to those found in the narrow gap multi-layer weld, different only in the size of the grains and packets. 
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1. Introduction 

Studying the underlying mechanisms of dilution in welding processes (liquid mixture of base metal with wire, 

diffusion, microstructure formation), especially complex processes like narrow gap multilayer welds (NGMLW), are 

of interest with high strength steels. NGMLWs are special types of joints that are too wide for pure laser welding (over 

2 mm wide) and is overcome by using consumables to fill the joint. The consumable is generally of different chemical 

composition to the base material. In the case of high strength steels (HSS) with yield strengths over 960 MPa, matching 

wires are limited or non-existing (under-matched or under-alloyed). Mixing the materials creates a new alloying 

composition in the weld metal that impacts the formed microstructures, which then affect mechanical properties. Due 

to their multilayer nature, base metal dilution in one layer can be spread to subsequent layers through remelting of 

diffusion. Thus, a gradient of dilutions occur over the depth of the weld. This presents an identification challenge of 

mechanisms for microstructure generation in the weld. Secondly, calculating in a rapid manner the level of dilution is 

challenging, if not impossible. Dilution is observed by the presence and concentration of elements across the weld 

with a narrow observation window through EDX. Dilution is influenced by mass movement, when molten, and thermal 

impacts (diffusion) after solidification.  

Thermal histories are replicated via the Gleeble method, generally to replicate regions of the heat-affect zones 

(HAZ), yielding microstructurally uniform samples under controlled thermal cycles, though is also used to 

demonstrate other processes. Solidification processes, with cooling rates up to 200ºC/s between 800ºC to 500ºC (the 

critical cooling interval, of duration t8/5) can be realized in the newer systems, while rates of 10,000ºC/s can be 

achieved at the surface. The Gleeble 3800 system was used with a sintered powder, 3D printed near-net shape cylinder 

test sample to demonstrate a simulated forging process [1]. Multiple thermal cycles, like those seen in submerged arc 

welding (SAW), with a double pass thermal cycle in the HAZ, was simulated by Moeinifar et. al. [2] for X80 pipeline 

steel in a Gleeble system, reaching an initial peak temperature of 1400ºC followed by a reheating to 800ºC with varied 

cooling rates. The Gleeble was also used to observe the microstructural changes from a thermodynamic simulation of 

multi-layer deposition of filler material, Fu et al. [3], though the material experienced a thermal pre-treatment, meaning 

the microstructures obtained directly from the melt are not observed.  

More sophisticated approaches are necessary for microstructural developmental studies originating from the molten 

state.  For example, high temperature-laser scanning confocal microscopes observed transient metallurgy during the 

heat treatment of a homogenous, furnace-melted sample [4, 5] or by dipping of a ceramic-covered steel substrate into 

a melt [5]. These methods are insufficient to model wire-filler welding processes, whose microstructures can be 

tailored via prolonged cooling cycles or complex thermal cycling, and are here further presented for dilution cases by 

the same snapshot method. The previous examples are limited by their region of interest, and did not account for the 

fusion zone where mixing of the consumables and base metal occurs. The proposed method allows for controlled 

mixing of the materials and would continue with previous works on controlled thermal cycling.  

Pre-measurement of dilution rates for processing are the highlight of this previously demonstrated “snapshot” 

method. With negligible material loss, dilution rates can be predetermined, and then confirmed due to formation of 

loose nuggets. Further yet, the combination of flakes of one material and wire clippings of another are not yet studied. 

Having both materials being loose and of different geometrical shapes adds unique challenges to initial processing, 

but demonstrates the flexibility of the snapshot method to accommodate a large range of processing materials. 

Thermal imaging was employed in this method to record the thermal cycles experienced by the metal cell for 

preliminary studies in dilution cases to be evaluated in further studies; other methods include thermocouples and 

pyrometers [6]. Other developments include more accurate emissivity identification [7]. These measurements are 

dependent on the placement (thermocouples) or are limited to surface measurements, while numerical simulations 

predict volumetric temperature fields [6] and can account for the convections from complex melt pool flows. 

Additional driving forces to Marangoni-convection (weld technique dependent) can govern melt pool flow, such as 

keyhole ablation pressure during laser welding. Melting occurs in the snapshot method based on laser spot conduction 

mode where the main driving force is thermocapillary flow, which is responsible here for dilution homogeneity; the 

thermocapillary flows have been studied by computational fluid dynamics (CFD) [8] and high speed imaging (HSI), 

apart from altered weld cross section shapes. The influence of dilution level under identical processing conditions on 

the resulting microstructures has been investigated for laser spot welding, with a comparison to a NGMLW for 

determining the validity of rapidly estimating dilution levels in weld samples.  
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The snapshot method was initially developed to improve the toughness of the weld metal of 1100 MPA yield 

strength QT steels. QT steels like the high strength low alloy (HSLA) Domex 960 have specific requirements and 

specifications of welding procedures due to the effects of strengthening precipitates like carbides. Grain refinement 

aids in increased toughness, i.e. through highly misoriented habit planes of upper bainite packets [9], chaotic 

arrangement of ferrite plates [10] that reduce crack propagation; descriptions and classifications of microstructures 

are extensively discussed by Gourgues et al [11]. A neural network approach, like described in [11], was applied for 

linking mechanical properties of ferritic steel to their weld metal properties (on a qualitative basis from literature) in 

[12, 13] that were expressed as functions of chemical composition, heat input, and post weld heat treatment. Low heat 

input welds that yield a high cooling rate, t8/5 of 0.6-1.3 s, provided in addition to martensitic islands also unexpectedly 

bainite, polygonal ferrite and allotriomorphic ferrite, but no explanation is given [14]. A decrease of tensile strength, 

compared to the base material for Strenx 1100 MC, resulted in values of only 50-60% of the impact toughness [15].  

Acicular ferrite (AF) contributes to high toughness, and when non-metallic inclusions (NMIs) are present, develops 

competitively with bainite [16], with 10-26% of inclusions initiating AF nucleation [17]. The free energy barrier for 

solute depletion zone nucleation of AF can be achieved with a minimum inclusion size of 0.2 µm [18]. To change the 

microstructure from polygonal ferrite or allotriomorphic ferrite to fully acicular microstructures, or an AF and bainite 

mixture, cooling rates of 20-30ºC/s were needed [19, 20]. AF formation was enhanced by Mo additions, having dual 

lath morphology of predominantly parallel laths [19], while high volume factions are obtained at lower cooling rates 

through two stage cooling cycles [20]. Ti-inclusions can inhibit the competitive formation of allotriomorphic ferrite, 

polygonal ferrite, and Widmanstätten ferrite. [18, 21] The austenite grain size and inclusion density are influenced by 

Ti-oxide, Ti-oxysulfide, and Ti-Ca-oxysulfide inclusions, as wells as additions of S or Ca [21]. Low lattice mismatch 

nucleants, like TiO and TiN inclusions, are potent nucleants while B additions allow for MnS to be active nucleants 

[22]. Ti increases are beneficial for AF nucleation in respect to limiting long-range Mn diffusion [23].  

Dilution effects on the weld metal microstructures, and easily measured inclusions, through a cost efficient testing 

method is presented here as a development of the snapshot method. Material layering in a “sandwich” method allows 

for the generation of a nugget that benefits from the lack of fusion to the cavity (materially independent of the 

container, has no contamination) while providing a sample with a known dilution rate. In welding, gradients of filler 

wire and base material mixing occurs and the amount of base material melted is not controlled, making it difficult to 

know the degree of dilution at high precision. Here, the different and known grades of dilution can be studied for a 

predetermined thermal cycle. Dilution gradients can be eliminated in the snapshot method with proper parameter 

settings (results to be presented outside of this paper) and the size of the sample produced. Simplifying the complex 

welding process to the mixture of the base metal and the wire metal allows for the isolated observation of 

microstructural development due to the change of chemistry ([24] previously looked at the influence of thermal cycle). 

Controllable conditions are obtained with preplaced material addition (opposed to traditional bead on plate methods 

that rely on calculating the dilution that also assume that the dilution is even across the welded sample), processed by 

pulsed laser melting, while maintaining a similarity to the original welding process. Localized studies of different 

microstructural combinations are of interest for increased toughness as it is well studied that certain microstructures 

improve mechanical properties (i.e. AF) but as to the extent of what percentage of AF is optimal in the presence of 

other microstructures is not as well understood. The method is demonstrated here for under-match wire consumable 

and S960QL QT steel. 

2. Experimental Procedure 

The snapshot-method, [24] see Fig. 1, was used to study the effects of thermal cycles, tailored by laser pulse 

shaping, on microstructures (with a special focus on quantifying NMIs) in a manner representative of wire-based 

welding. It was further adapted to study the effects of base metal dilution rates on the weld metal microstructures, to 

estimate dilution levels in welded samples based on the microstructures developed under a specific thermal condition. 

For the preliminary results presented here, only the natural quenching produced by a square pulse are shown. 
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Fig. 1. (a) Snapshot method schematic (with: a – laser beam, b – inclination angle, c – focal plane position, d – base metal chips, e – wire 

clippings, f – base metal plate, g – Dualscope camera with observation area), (b) h – nugget visualization, and (c) laser beam power as a function 

of time for the pulse sequences: square pulse (PS, duration t1) for melting, linearly ramped down reheating pulse (PRh1, duration t2). 

 

A commercially available, under-matching solid HSLA steel wire (EN-ISO 16834-A) designated by Lincoln 

Electric as LNM MoNiCr was used with QT S960QL steel, with chemical and mechanical properties in Tables 1, 2.  

  Table 1: Chemical composition (wt.-%) of S960QL and wire consumable (balance: Fe) 

 Material C*J  Si*J  Mn*J  P  S  Cu*J   Cr*J  Ni*J  Mo*J  B*J  

S960QL*T 0.20 0.50 1.60 0.020 0.010 0.300 0.800 2.000 0.700 0.005 

LNM MoNiCr*T 0.09 0.80 1.80 - - - 0.300 2.200 0.550 - 

              *J Intentional alloying elements, *T Typical values 

        Table 2: Mechanical properties of the base metals and wires (all-weld metal) 

 Material Yield strength  [MPa] Tensile strength  [MPa] Elongation A [%] Impact strength [J]  

-40ºC -60ºC 

S960QL*T  960  980-1150  12  40 - 

LNM MoNiCr*T >890  950  >15  70 >50 

*T Typical values, *A Actual values 

The base metal sheets (12 mm thick) were drilled to form cavities (diameter 5.5 mm, depth 7 mm), see Fig. 1(a). 

Base material machining chips were collected and cleaned (no lubricating fluid was used to drill the holes), then 

broken into smaller chips approximately 1 mm by 2 mm in dimensions. The consumable wire with diameter of 1.2 mm 

was cut to lengths of 1 mm. The base material chips (plus one longer chip to form the upper cap) were weighed and 

divided into two groups, a mass of wire clippings was weighed and stored to the side. Dilution is calculated as the 

ratio of base material to total mass, dilutions of naturally quenched samples are given in Table 3. One half of the base 

metal chips was placed in the cavity bottom and firmly packed with a rod having a diameter of 5 mm. The wire 

clippings were placed over this layer and the remainder of the base metal chips placed over the wires. The long base 

metal chip is placed on the top and compacted to form an upper cap. The layering of the material resembles a sandwich, 

where the technique name is derived. From trial experiments, this is an ideal set-up as the base metal chips on the 

bottom help prevent fusion to the base metal plate, while an upper cap protects the material from being expelled from 

the cavity. Protective tape is used to cover the cavity from contamination during the processing of the other samples. 

The samples are irradiated by a defocused laser beam of 4.0 mm diameter (+45 mm z) that is generated by a 

1070 nm wavelength Yb:fibre laser (IPG YLR-15000, 15 kW cw – capable of pulses in >200 µs-steps) after passing 

a beam switch, directed into a processing fibre of 400 µm diameter (beam parameter product 14.6 mm·mrad) before 

being focused by the optics (Precitec YW52). The optics are composed of a collimating and focusing lens with focal 

lengths of 150 mm and 250 mm respectively. Inclination of the optics by 11º from the normal to the work piece surface 

reduces the risk of back reflections. Shielding gas (Ar at 18 l/min) is provided to the top surface of the base plate with 

a second cross jet 5 mm above the gas tube. Irradiation of the samples occurs for 800 ms. 
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Table 3: Dilution percentages of quenched samples 

 

The samples were covered with a physical barrier before and after processing to prevent contaminations from 

spatter or extra material falling into the cavity when that sample is not being processed. The samples were tested 

individually for fusion to the base material. If it was loose, then it was removed into a sample bag. The samples that 

were fused were then carefully cut at the edge of the cavity, thus providing access to the bottom of the cavity to see if 

the nugget could be removed safely without damaging it. Fused nuggets were mounted in clear resin so that standard 

polishing could be performed until the center of the nugget was reached. Samples were etched in Nital 3% solution 

for 6 s. Micrographs, taken at the center of the nugget, were taken with a Nikon Eclipse MA200. 

3. Snapshot Results 

The cross sections from the systematic mapping of dilution using the snapshot method are presented here with the 

most significant trends with respect to the aforementioned goals for weld metal properties.  In Fig. 2, the various 

possible outcomes of the snapshot method are given: (a) no fusion to the base plate, (b) the cross section with 

visualization location for hardness profiling, (c) marginal fusion that prevents easy removal, and (d) fully fused. Fused 

samples are left attached to the plate to prevent damage to the nuggets. Total mass is approximated to nuggets of 

identical size that did not fuse (large collection from parameter trials). Nuggets that do not fuse to the base plate are 

favored as they have the least risk of contamination. If fusion occurs, the rate of dilution must be recalculated after 

measuring the mass of the nugget. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The snapshot method can provide fully melted nuggets with proper processing parameters. HSI, not shown here, 

suggests that the melt pool dynamics are aggressive enough, having strong fluid circulation, ensuring thorough 

material mixing. Microstructural analysis and hardness testing is used to evaluate if segregated material remains. 

4. Microstructural Analysis 

After standard polishing steps, the microstructures are obtained and observed for key features, mainly for large 

changes between microstructural compositions, but also for NMIs (nucleation sites of AF, an interesting 

microstructure when welding high strength steels). The microstructures of the least diluted (33%) and most diluted 

(90%) quenched samples are given in Fig. 3 (a and b respectively) while (c) shows the statistics from the hardness 

profiles of the samples Q2, Q4, Q6, and Q8. The upper and lower quartiles are represented by the limits of the box, 

Sample Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 

Base mass, mg 160 170 180 180 120 120 100 100 

Wire mass, mg 0 0 20 20 110 110 200 200 

Wt.% dilution 100 100 90 90 52.2 52.2 33.3 33.3 

Fig. 2. (a) loose nugget, (b) nugget cross section with path for hardness measurements, (c) minimally fused nugget, (d) fused nugget  
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the median by a horizontal line in the box, with the whiskers extending to 1.5 interquartile range. One outlier for Q6 

is shown, with all other outliers below the 400 HV0.2, and thus not visualized. 

The microstructures from the snapshot method were then categorized for microstructural components before 

comparison to a NGMLW, Fig. 4. The S960QL base material NGMLW specimen (30 mm, 4 mm gap) with identical 

filler wire with welding parameters: 6 kW laser power, 1.2 m/min velocity, 3.8 m/min wire feed rate, and 1 mm layers.  

The weld is composed of mostly bainites and ferrites (Fig. 4), with some martensite in the weld cap of the 

NGMLW. The observed ferrite plates are generally parallel though packets of interlocking plates are noted. Towards 

the center of the weld cap, microstructures that have the characteristics of acicular ferrite are found; the majority of 

NMIs present in the weld metal have a diameter of 1 μm in size with the largest NMIs being 3 μm in diameter, plates 

that grow from the NMIs in a star like manner with the presence of cross-hatching. The presented NGMLW 

microstructures in Fig.4. (d-f) show the ferrite and bainite structures that are also found in the snapshot method. The 

snapshot method produced microstructures that also favored parallel plates that tended to coalesce or grow larger into 

a single entity, with a minor presence of interlocking structures. The main difference between the microstructures of 

two methods are the size of the grains, with the regions of each microstructure being larger in the weld than in the 

snapshot method. This is probably due to the significantly larger mass of the weld as well as the larger energy input. 

Fig. 3. Microstructure in a cross section of a snapshot sample at (a) 33.3% and (b) 90% dilution, (c) statistical box and whiskers 

presentation of hardness measurements, lower outliers neglected 

Fig. 4. (a) cross section of a 30 mm thick NGMLW with (b) weld cap with gap visualized in red, (c) higher magnification of the left side of 

the weld cap with areas of interest highlighted in orange from left to right: (d) (e) (f) 
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4. Discussion 

The sandwich snapshot method provides a manner in which the base material can be added to the consumable 

material in a calculated way. This allows the opportunity to rapidly generate a large mapping of dilution rates. The 

layering of the materials allows for a lack of fusion to the cavity, reducing the risk of contamination from the base 

plate, while allowing for a preliminary dispersion of the material. Laser placement is also essential to prevent fusion 

from occurring. Tailoring the thermal cycle of the nugget would then allow for the mixing and cooling comparable to 

the real multi-layer welding situations. For naturally quenched samples, as shown here, the significant difference 

between the size of the microstructures can be attributed to the cooling cycle, as the material provided is identical. 

With the bulk of the welded sample providing a heat sink, the nugget formed in the snapshot method will experience 

a more rapid cooling, meaning that finer grain structures are expected. This is generally the case, though a few regions 

that contained larger packets, areas that appeared to have larger structures, were observed. Literature suggests that 

larger grains do not provide sufficient crack retardation and thus suffer from lower impact toughness.  

Larger grains were observed in the least diluted sample (Q8) with the finest structures seen in the treated base 

material (Q2). Finer structures are expected in the base material because of the presence of grain refining micro-

alloying elements in the composition. The wire consumable used in this study has a composition with fewer micro-

alloying elements. Thus, as the wire becomes more diluted with the base material, more alloying elements are expect 

to be found in the weld metal; meaning that the effects of some grain refining elements can be seen. Additionally, 

elements that aid in AF formation, like B, are introduced to the weld metal with higher base material quantities. 

Inhomogeneous distributions of microstructural constituents also lead to variations of micro-hardness. The trends 

of the diluted samples are given in Fig. 3(c) with the finer grained treated base material having a higher average 

hardness, with the 33.3% diluted sample having the lowest. Some outliers occur when indentations are made on unseen 

pores or when the indentation falls within a martensitic island or on a cluster of NMIs.  

All samples produced had NMIs, observed here in the brighter, ferrite phase of the microstructure. NMIs were 

expected to form in the weld metal, as the wire consumable is known to have NMIs through slow welding processes 

like gas metal arc welding. NMIs were found both at the center and ends of the ferrite plates. The majority of inclusions 

were between 1-3 μm in diameter, meaning that they have potential for acicular ferrite nucleation though proper 

cooling rates are needed to obtain them. The inclusions that were larger in size are likely due to the clustering effect 

of the NMIs (even with relatively long laser processing times of up to 10 s), where complex NMI geometries can form 

as singular NMIs grow together into a conglomerate. The NMIs that are approximately 1 μm in diameter are expected 

due to the rapid nature of the heating and cooling of laser processes, though the larger inclusions have also been noted 

in previous snapshot trials with slower cooling rates. Characterization of the size and density have been discussed 

previously by Robertson et al [24] with further studies planned in the furture.  The quantity of the inclusions appears 

to be independent of the level of dilution (observation is limited by the optical microscope) though the size of the 

inclusions is affected by dilution level. With increasing levels of dilution, the NMI size decreases, likely due to the 

decrease in concentration of NMI forming elements which need to be evaluated in further studies. This would also 

allow for the evaluation of the observed NMIs potency for AF formation as formation depends both on chemical 

composition and cooling rate. The inclusions can also be seen between coalesced plates of bainite. In these cases, the 

plates appear to radiate from the inclusion before the plates become wide enough that they then touch and continue to 

grow into one another. The majority of the plates seen in the samples are orientated parallel to each other, though in 

some regions they become more chaotically organized. Both parallel plate structures and coalesced structures are 

found in the NGMLW, located in the region near the base plate edge (a region where dilution gradients are expected). 

Locating representative structures is promising for estimating NGMLW dilution levels as sample sizes for heavy 

sheets (30mm) are impractical to evaluate by EDX due to cost and limited scanning area. Demonstrated is a cost 

saving method using small material quantities, nearly unlimited by geometry, for systematic microstructural studies.  

5. Conclusions 

 Further developed the snapshot method into the “sandwich” snapshot method for material additions of 

different geometries for systematic mapping of microstructural effects from dilution 
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 Controlled pre-determined dilution rates from geometrically, non-uniform additions for fully melted, 

loose nuggets that are materially independent from the base plate material  

 The ‘”sandwich” snapshot method produced identical microstructures to those in the narrow gap weld  

 Low base material dilution rates yielded coarser microstructures that decreased hardness 

 NMI size was inversely related to dilution level while inclusion quantity was independent to dilution level 
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